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Conkling: Members Without a Church: Japanese Mormons in Japan From 1924 to

members without a church
mormons in japan
japanese cormons
from 1924 to 1948
J christopher conkling

what happens

to two dozen faithful church members who
are almost totally isolated from their church for over twenty
years one of the best case studies of this phenomenon in recent years is the withdrawal of the missionaries and essentially
froin japan in 1924 from 1901 to 1924 the early
the church from
missionaries experienced struggles challenges and some tremendous accomplishments however the decision to withdraw
all missionaries from japan left the members in japan almost
entirely on their own from 1924 until 1945 1 although the
early and modern missions have been subjects of numerous articles the more than twenty year interim has never been
treated more than in a footnote it deserves more attention
when the missionaries left japan in august 1924 one hundred seventy four japanese people had been baptized though
only a few were still active the last mission president hilton
A robertson reported we have at least a dozen saints who
could be called such 2 but at least twice that number called
thenn
selves saints they were located in four cities throughthern
themselves
out japan kofu where the missionaries had been withdrawn
in 1922 tokyo osaka and sapporo
Sap poro
both despair and hope were caused by the manner in which
the missionaries left president robertson tried to visit many of
1

J christopher conkling is
motion picture studio
although the mission

a script

writer and research supervisor for the BYU

was not officially reestablished until 1948
198

LDS
servicemen began meeting with the saints in late 1945
195 the isolation from the
church ended at this time for a consideration of the original japan mission see
R lanier britsch
the closing of the early japan mission in this issue of
BYU studies
mllton
hilton A robertson in conference report of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints october 1924 p 123
125
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the active members and assure them that the closing would be
only temporary sister kumagai of sapporo said she felt that
the order to close was a revelation from god as a test of faith
to the japanese saints and after the test the work would be
restored by another revelation from god 3
the missionaries did little to prepare the members other
than to give them general encouragement in fact the native
priesthood holders were explicitly prohibited from functioning
in that priesthood they were specifically not allowed to hold
meetings of any type except MIA 4 after the closing of the
mission brother katsura of osaka felt sad and lonely as
though he had lost a brother or a sister 5 sister kumagai
said she felt zen to kuraku
duraku natta yona
ygna ki mochi 1 I felt like
6
all had become darkness
thus with the hope of a not too
distant restoration and yet with the frustration of not being
allowed to function in the church they loved the members were
left to themselves
THE NARA ERA

1924 to 1933

nara7
into this vacuum came brother fujika
narad of tokyo to
fujiya nara
give some organization to the saints he had become friends
with the foreigners as a young teenager in sapporo
Sap poro had
lie
ile
he was seventeen and had been ordained
been baptized when lle
an elder by president ivie at age twenty four in january of
1923 he had been mission secretary under presidents stimpson and ivie 8
A month after the closing elder nara and a couple of other
saints gathered in tokyo and officially established the japan
mutual improvement association of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints they also discussed starting some
sort of publication to help hold the saints together in novem
katanuma
tanuma
taped interview between tamano kumagai and professor seiji Ka

sapporo
Sap
poro hokkaido
Hok kaido japan november 1973
interview with hilton A robertson provo utah 13 november 1973
T katsura to murray L nichols 8 september 1956 quoted in murray
L nichols
1901 1924
history of the japan mission of the LDS church 19011924
master s thesis brigham young university 1957 p 97
kumagai interview
japanese names in this paper will follow the american rather than the
japanese style that is with family names last
fujiya nara
interview with fujika
fujiya nara provo utah 8 october 1973 fujika
brief record of my conversion a handwritten record of church events in his
life which he carries with him form E membership records microfilm japan
mission reel 1 church historical department
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ber 1924 the small tokyo group published and circulated the
names and addresses of all members of the japan MIA
As a result of these early meetings in late 1924 brother
nara and others began to publish a magazine to keep in contact with and encourage the saints it was called shuro the
palm after the palm leaves strewn on the way as christ
entered jerusalem their plan was to publish sixty five copies
of each issue ten issues per year each issue would have about
twenty pages and a contribution of ten sen about three cents
per issue would be asked copies would be sent to all known
japanese saints and friends in hawaii and america it was a
dian t quite work the number of issues gradgood plan but it didn
ually decreased and brother nara ended up paying most of the
cost himself through several of the extant issues we can get
an insight into what the members thought and did during
those early struggling years 10
fujiya
the first issue appeared on 1I january 1925 it listed fujika
nara as editor and brothers yamaide
lamaide and kitagawa and sister
reiko mochizuki as his assistants in the first article about
the beginning nara says that his heart hurts so much since
doean t have words to express it
lle doesn
lie
he
the iimissionaries left that ile
however the MIA is the path to light in the present darkness
he hopes both shuro and the MIA will be of concrete spiritual
benefit to the members he hopes that the saints can be unified love each other and live righteously in a similar vein
sister mochizuki says in impressions that at christmas time
when she saw the salvation army she was reminded of the
church and was saddened she has been further saddened by
seeing many fall away and thinks that even though the active
stilt warn the
saints may not be perfect themselves they must still
others when they are doing wrong before it is too late shuro
has re enthused her faith
further issues included editorials correspondence scripture study news of members about travel marriage new jobs
armed forces college entrance expressions of feelings short
stories poems and serialized articles as brother kentaro
Hal
p 16
tatsu the progress published by takeo fujiwara 1935
haltatsu
haf
hauauu
thirteen different issues of shuro published by the japan mutual impro vement association exist in special collections harold B lee library brigprovement
ham young university dating from 1 january 1925 to winter 1928 1I have

looked at these briefly with the gracious help of hiromi ashizawa masa watwannabe
anabe and tetsuro fujita
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mochizuki s about tolstoy s short stories and brother nara s
about tomatoes
members expressed their feelings quite frankly in the subsequent issues in one article entitled deep feelings brother
takeo fujiwara of sapporo mentions that he looked for almost
any way to strengthen his faith he found the way in shuro
and has been moved to tears at times reading it
on the
other hand in a later issue another member writes a note of
thanks to shuro and mentions how happy his family has been
in another christian church since the mormon church left japan 12
sister mochizuki and brother yamaide
lamaide were the poets
among the saints A rough translation of one poem of brother
yamaide
lamaide s if one s alone is included below because it gives
insights to the longings of some saints it appeared in the november 1925 issue more than a year after the closing
IF ONES ALONE

if one s sad and lonely
and looks at the sunset

he

hears the nearby temple bells ringing

if one hears the distant temple bells
and it touches his heart

he

will pray with a sad heart

his

card is a hateful spade
but sorrowfully
it s just a game he is playing with his
fortune telling cards
see the hearts of all the noisy people
1I see sadness
I1 m opposed to flowers and yet
spring will come anyway

when

1I

if one s alone
his heart is sad
shuro april 1925

this
nis

suggests the interesting question of whether it is worse to go to no
meeting at all or to another christian church when one cannot attend an LDS
meeting
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in spite of all the fogginess
I1 can still see you

disappearing

if one s alone

the night is sad

oh miserable heart
what a pity

the light is disappearing
if one s alone

ill

try to pray but

my heart is hollow
can still see your
dear fleeting form
I1

13

poem is certainly open to individual interpretation and is
not distinguishable from other sentimental japanese poetry
kimi
limi and not only
nevertheless the word translated you is erml
suggests an intimate form of you but is also the word translated as prince in both the national anthem and isaiah 96
the prince of peace whatever the interpretation it was
lamaide ended his association
not too long before brother yamaide
mls poem could represent some real
this
with the church and mis
yearnings on his part
the plight of shuro might be representative of church activity as a whole during these years nara and others published it ten times in 1925 but only four times in 1926 and
that december they decided that it should only be a seasonal
publication after 1926 only the winter 1928 issue is available but there is mention of shuros being published through
the fall issue of 1929 14 presumably about that time publishing ceased altogether 15 shuro did however begin a tradition
and whenever the church has been active in japan since then
similar publications whether originating in salt lake city or
not have flourished 16

this

shuro 1I november 1925
Hat
Hai
tatsu p 16
hattatsu
haitatsu
hai
hal
hsi
fujiya nara the joy of
fujika

this

publication

LDS messenger

december

p 2
seito no michi
selto
Hat tatsu LDS messenger parts of the early seiro
hattatsu
for example haltalsu
haf
and even in the former japan east mission recently divided was published in
sazanami
addition to the church unified magazine Saz
anami written by and for japanese
saints and not dissimilar to shuro
1949
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in 1925 in addition to the publishing activities periodic
Sap poro
meetings of church members were taking place in sapporo
for instance sister Kur
nagal
nagai held weekly meetings but attenkumagai
dance became so sporadic that she gave them up members
would move die or just stop coming then sister kumagai
would invite her friends all the members among them at
christmas time and other special occasions these gatherings
would start with song and prayer and would somewhat resemble church meetings
through shuro and personal letters during this time the
japanese saints kept in contact with friends back in utah As
a result of this correspondence the first presidency asked alma
0 taylor one of the original missionaries to japan to write
and find out what had been happening who was still faithful
and what concrete things the church could do to help the japanese saints 17 taylor sent letters to brother nara of tokyo
brother katsura of osaka and sister kumagai of sapporo in
february 1926 18 brother nara got a consensus from these and
other saints and answered taylor on I1 july 1926 beginning
with this correspondence the saints through nara made the
same two basic requests they would repeat to the brethren
throughout the closed period reopen the mission and help
supply a suitable permanent meeting place other than just
neone s tiny house 19
sor
someone
the next fall president franklin S harris of brigham
young university on an excursion around the world visited japan as a representative to the pan pacific congress of arts and
sciences As a result of nara s letter to taylor president heber J grant gave harris a commission to meet with the japanese saints and more officially organize the MIA when harris left japan in november 1926 he had visited and organized
ile
lle
he had
Sap poro in each city lie
the saints in tokyo osaka and sapporo
appointed an MIA president with two counselors and a secretary with the tokyo MIA president brother nara to preside over the others 220 brother harris described a meeting with
the sapporo saints
1I

was busy with official things till 9

pm

so my meetings

ishuro
ishiro 10 may 1926
shuro
16 18
ap 1618
Hat tatsu
Halla
hattatsu
hallaisu
haira
haila
isu pp
ibid
manuscript history and historical reports of the japanese mission
1924 19461955
arsu
Hat
19011924
1901
tatsu
1946 1955 foreward to 1949 church archives Hall
hattatsu
hallatsu
haf
atsu p 16
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with them began at that hour and continued till 1200 they
clung onto me as if 1I were the only old friend they had 21

and a few days later he wrote
As we passed through sapporo last night at nine there were
four members of the church there to meet me one of them
As we only remained at
had come 200 miles to see me
the station a few minutes the saints asked to ride a few stations with me so we went into the dining car and they
stayed with me till one am when they got off they were so
tremendously hungry for someone from utah and there were
so many things they wanted to ask about a fine lot they
aeo
aro 22
are

in sapporo harris invited two young men to come
to Ar
america
nerica to attend BYU and offered to personally help
them although saburo sada never made it takeo fujiwara a
court reporter did and arrived in utah late in 1927 in all

while

harris visit certainly rejuvenated the members and made them
21
realize they had not been totally forgotten 23
throughout 1927 monthly meetings were held in tokyo
osaka and sapporo
Sap poro meetings varied in contents ranging from
book of mormon study to singing and talking to mountain
climbing average attendance at the tokyo meetings that year
was between six and nine saints per meeting which is interesting because only two to four attended regularly in the last
weeks before the mission was closed 24
iri
in tokyo for
in july 1927 a sister tsune nachie arrived irl
i
ends she was then over seventy
friends
a brief visit with her old fr
and had imoved
noved to hawaii five years earlier to do missionary
and tempie
temple work nine people attended both her welcome
home party and her farewell party four months later at both
these meetings she inspired the members by giving detailed
teachings about baptismal work for the dead the resurrection
21
and enduring in the faith 25
meanwhile takeo fujiwara in the states had been trying
ile later explained
lle
he
to help the japanese saints As lie

expressed and described in details through the interpre tation of dr elbert D thomas now a senator of the
pretation
1I

harris to his wife 22 october 1926 franklin S harris
personal papers box 19 folder 6 special collections harold B lee library
221bid
ibid 24 october 1926
kumagai interview newspaper clippings located in alumni file alumni
house brigham young university
18
ap 16
Hat
1618
hattatsu
tatsu pp
hauaisu
fattu
haf
franklin

S

ibid
211bid
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US from utah who was once president of the japan misslon our desire for the church in japan
sion
to the first presidency with the result of the best effort and kindest assistance of mr alma 0 taylor
in december 1927 the
first presidency appointed elder nara as presiding elder
in japan and restored all activities of priesthood
therefore elder nara felt great responsibility 26

with nara s appointment as presiding elder

in 1927 the first
presidency removed all restrictions that had been put upon
priesthood activities at the time of closing in 1924 except that
nara was not authorized to do active missionary work or to
ordain people to offices in the priesthood without approval
from salt lake 2a2tt taylor sent him a good deal of instruction
in the following weeks both in japanese and english 228 after
sorne correspondence between the two taylor reported to
some
president grant that nara had accepted his call with a humble
ile had a family to support it would take
lle
lie
spirit but because he
sorne
him some
soine time to fully translate and understand all the instructions 229 however elder nara was apparently overwh
whelmed
elined by the new somewhat foreign instructions from
salt lake for the church never did return to the full priesthood programs under nara as it should have by virtue of his
new calling
nevertheless MIA meetings seemed surprisingly healthy
by the end of 1927 tokyo and sapporo christmas parties were
each attended by twenty people or more and osaka wrote to
say that they had officially sustained nara and had even sent
some donations to salt lake 30
the winter 1928 shuro came out with some exciting news
not only did it contain the recently acquired letters from heber
J grant franklin S harris and takeo fujiwara but it also
contained for the first time since the closing news from
kofu in response to a request from kofu nara had sent a
nonmember friend mr kubota to organize an MIA they
held their first meeting in several years on 19 october 1927 at
which officers were appointed they met again shortly afterward for a farewell party for one brother going into the army
ibid p 29a

fujiya nara printed in shuro winter 1928
2first
first presidency to fujika
see Hat
tatsu
Hana
ap 1718
hattatsu
17 18 fujiya
hanairu
fujika nara interview nara brief record of
haf taitu
fattu
iru pp

my conversion

alma

p

1

0 taylor

to first presidency 31 march 1928
general files 19011966
1901 1966 church archives
ghail
OHall
ohallatsu
arsu
Hat
ohair
tatsu
16 18
hattatsu
ap 1618
atsu pp
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and had a christmas party at brother renji yoneyama s house
A fresh and pure spirit was felt there 31
in spite of this brief period of rejuvenation the support of
all but the most faithful gradually declined in 1928 all we
know is that a few members met briefly with some visiting
students from utah in november brother nara visited brothers katsura and watanabe in osaka and discussed the church
organization and in december a small christmas party was
held in tokyo 32
after this there is no clear record of what happened we
know that two issues of shuro came out but do not know their
contents near the end of 1933 elder nara was transferred
to manchuria with his railroad job later records tell us that
little if anything was going on in the church by 1933 what
happened to the church and elder nara from 1929 to 1933 is
one of the mysteries of the history of the church in japan the
presumption is that as nara received gradually less and less
ile
lle
he may have just let things go alma
support and enthusiasm lie
0 taylor later wrote to the first presidency about nara and
his new calling nothing came of this assignment elder nara
dried up and blew away to manchuria before any preaching
activities got going 33 this may have been a little harsh
nara before his official appointment had
bad been responsible
for the publication of shuro and had been the motivator behind most MIA activities nevertheless it is true that within
twenty months of nara s call to be presiding elder knowledge of all activities in japan and most of the activities themselves completely ceased the records are blank until the end
of 1933 and after that time nara was in manchuria and out
of the picture until the end of the war
1934 to 1936
nara was soon replaced by japan s second presiding elder
takeo fujiwara the student who had gone to BYU in 1927 if
the last years of nara were the most vague the first years of
fujiwara were the most clear we have almost a daily account
of his activities if nara had run the church on his own and
received his appointment almost as a surprise or afterthought

THE FUJIWARA ERA

shuro winter 1927
Hall
Hat
arsu
tatsu
hattatsu
hallatsu
atsu p 18
hair
hail
raylor to president heber J grant 14 march 1936 japan mission gentaylor
eral files
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sustained and set apart by mail if that s possible with a load
of somewhat foreign instructions thrust upon him fujiwara
received the actual laying on of hands by the first presidency had lived and been trained in the heart of the church
and had received explicit instructions which he fully understood perhaps this different background accounts for the
different manner of and results achieved by the two men As
for those results if the light under nara gradually dimmed
and faded through the years the new bulb of fujiwara lit so
brightly that it burnt itself out in a flash
Hok kaido in 1905 and was
takeo fujiwara was born in hokkaido
baptized on 10 may 1924 just before the mission closed he
lived in america from 1927 until he
ile received his master s delle
lie
gree from BYU in 1934 he supported himself by explaining
japan through song dance dress and martial arts to paying
audiences34
audiences34 As he spoke fluent english and was an unwaverile must have seemed to the brethren to
lle
he
ing church member 35 lie
be a logical replacement for nara on 7 july 1934 president
grant released nara and set fujiwara apart as presiding elder
and a special missionary an added responsibility nara had
not had the church would send him 3500
5500
35.00
3500 a month so that
he could afford to travel and communicate with the other
saints on 27 september 1934 he reached yokohama after
spending a few weeks in hawaii and having written to alma
0 taylor about the36 total lack of missionary work among the
japanese in hawaii
for the next nine months fujiwara did everything humanly
possible to restore the faith and activity of the members he
experienced both failure and success ex members hiding from
him and his vigorous restoration activity campaign as well as
a new mission magazine and the first priesthood ordinances
in the ten years since the closing during this time elder yoshijiro watanabe formerly of the osaka MIA presidency but
now moved to tokyo and his daughter tazuko were elder
fujiwara s constant companions and greatest supporters
biographical sketch in the improvement era september 1933 p 655
news
newspaper
Raper
laper clippings alumni house brigham young university
there were two other japanese saints who had come to utah to study
tomegoro
Tomi goro takagi and chojiro kuriyama takagi proved to be enthusiastic once
tomigoro
back in japan and supported fujiwara in attempts to get the mission reopened
kuriyama went completely inactive but after the war became a member of
japan s diet and as a government official aided the church in his silent way
although never taking an active part in it himself
fujiwara to taylor 14 august 1934 and japan mission general
files nd
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within just two months fujiwara had visited all four cities

with members in them on his first visit to his home sapporo
Sap poro
a welcome home party had to be cancelled because no one attended on the other hand seven members attended the first
osaka meeting at elder katsura s house and fujiwara learned
information
atlon nara had never reinstated priestsome valuable inform
hood functions and MIA meetings were still being held every
month or two at this and other meetings fujiwara asked for
the raising of the right hand to release nara and sustain himself lie always did and recorded everything very precisely 37
seven also attended the kofu meeting in november 1934
which means there was just the yoneyama family of five in
addition to fujiwara and sister tazuko watanabe by now set
apart as mission secretary
the kofu saints reported that
they had been left out of all communication since the closing
of the mission if we are to understand how the closing afyoneyarnas
yoneyamas
fected the lives of the average saints then the Yoney
arnas of
Yoneyamas
kofu are our best documented example not that they are necessa
essarily
rily average but as they both stayed true to the church and
yet had several problems about which fujiwara wrote in detail we can look into their feelings deeper than into any
others
renji yoneyama and his wife baptized in 1908 were the
first married couple to join the church in japan kofu had
once been a thriving branch but as members gradually lost interest and few new converts were made the elders were withdrawn about two years before the official closing of the mission from that time until 1954
1934 the only real contact kofu
had had with the church was the visit by nara s nonmember
friend mr kubota in 1927 38
semi official handwritten approximation
in fujiwara s first semiofficial
of a quarterly report to alma 0 taylor he mentioned that at
the november meeting he had asked brother renji yoneyama
to be branch president that yoneyama had at first refused but
then later accepted he further wrote

we

understood that brother R yoneyama
father
blamed the conduct of the church for the closing of the
tatsu
Hat
Hal
tariu
haltatsu
hattatsu
har
haf

p 19 fujiwara
official record of church in japan until
december 31 1934 in manuscript history pp
ap 1155
mr kubota turned out to be unscrupulous according to mrs nara elder
nara had appointed him mission treasurer and he had stolen some church
funds
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mission and seemed to have stood against the church and
changed to his old buddhist religion

fujiwara also noted that a month after the first meeting in
kofu morizo yoneyama a son had written to fujiwara telling
him that they had cancelled a christmas party they had
planned for their home because there will be no earnest and
faithful saints who do come to a church meeting fujiwara
therefore decided to postpone yoneyama s appointment 39
by the time fujiwara and taylor exchanged letters again
however fujiwara was seeing a different picture on 18 january 1935 morizo had written to fujiwara stating that morizo s
own wife and his younger brother were both sick fujiwara
and both the watanabes
Watan abes father and daughter went to kofu
two days later to comfort and pray for the sick morizo s sick
wife a christian but not a mormon prayed with them on
3 march however kenji the younger brother died 40
about this time taylor wrote with some understanding
to fujiwara
if ren yoneyama has definitely joined the buddhist church
he should probably be dropped from the rolls of our church
however we do not recommend any hasty action in these
matters we must remember that the saints were as you say
left without organization leadership church building church
literature etc and it is a wonder that any of them kept the
faith we too are proud of their loyalty 41

because morizo had refused to allow the christmas party in
his home taylor also recommended that fujiwara not ordain
him a priest as fujiwara had requested
on 28 april 1935 nine attended a meeting where fujiwara
presided over the first sacrament in over twelve years in kofu
renji yoneyama was again appointed branch president As
fujiwara later explained yoneyama had not lost faith in the
church but had become somewhat embittered he believed
ile
lle
lie
he and his whole family had given their utmost devotion to the
church in kofu and yet just as they were getting going the
church was pulled out of kofu suddenly and without any
explanation
whole hearted devotion was nothing brother yoneyama
his wholehearted
blames the church for this insincerity negligence and im
fujiwara
fujiwara
general files

official record pp
ap 5599
the official report january 1i april 30 1935

taylor to takeo fujiwara
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patience in doing the mission activities among the japanese
people

although he had been hurt he had not rebelled against the
church or broken the commandments he refused his calling
at first only because he felt he was not capable and too old and
feeble

42

due to the lonesomeness of his mind he often goes to the
worshipped
font of the buddha shelf where ancestors were worshipped
and gives prayer it is the natural habit of the japanese old
people 43

fujiwara stressed that he did this out of habit not belief and
stated

we

must pity indeed on the lonesomeness of his heart
without the church its leaders its meetings in fact there
was nothing of the church affairs except the members were
drifted in the wandering path he was 1I understand one of
the most faithful saints who the japan mission had ever
his is the only family all of whom but last girl
had
joined the church
he is rather frank honest and faithful that is perhaps
a reason why he blamed the sudden action of the church in
the withdrawal of the missionary activities from japan
especially from kofu before the closing of the mission since
then the saints in kofu were left alone without any instruction
and some of them did not know why it was withdrawn
so we cannot after all blame brother ren yoneyama who is
1I am sure far better than the average saint in japan
if we
will excommunicate him we must excommunicate most of
the members in japan 44

fujiwara also explained that they had refused to use their
house for the christmas party only because of disease which
Mo rizos own baby
later took the lives of kenji and mortzos
morizos
he also
explained that morizo was the first member to write him upon
his return to japan and at that time he had written
so 1I
joined the church when 1I was eight years old
1I always
could not understand much of the gospel
thought I1 would do something for the church therefore
we shall
we are very glad to have you here in japan
cooperate and assist you as much as we can
I1

yoneyama was 58 according to form E membership records having been
bom on 10 august 1876
fujiwara official report january 1 april 30 1945 28 april 1935
22
ap 21
japan general mission files pp
2122
fujiwara
official report august 3 1935 japan mission general
files pp
ap 1166
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fujiwara also mentioned that sister hana yoneyama wife
of brother ren is still much faithful she worries much about
her husband s changing mind and attitudes and the oldest
daughter now married as tsuneko kitai often sent fujiwara
43
cards and greetings 45
although we don t know what happened to the yoney
amas or their attitude toward the church or the church s attitude toward them during the next fourteen years edward L
clissold the first mission president after the reopening felt
that the lord still had a work to perform through them in
ite
he had spent
trying to reestablish kofu as a branch in 1949 lie
the day with a brother yajima searching for old members
especially a photographer named yoneyama having failed
president clissold offered a silent prayer just before they were
to return to tokyo in a last desperate hope he was impressed
lie
ile
he had just come
to return to the military translation office lle
from when lie
ile asked if anyone knew a mormon named
lle
he
yoneyama one man asked if they are the people who use the
lie
ile
he had seen a book of morbook of mormon he then said lle
mon many years ago in the house of a school teacher named
yoneyama within minutes they were in contact with renji
and morizo the yoneyama s greatly helped in the reestablish
ment of the work thereafter 40
fujiwara worked diligently to locate and reactivate the
saints using the addresses printed in shuro he sent out greetings and itivitations
invitations for meetings and parties of thirty three
invited to a 1934 tokyo christmas party only seven attended
117
47
but the party was so enjoyable that all sighed with pleasure 147
by this time elder watanabe had been sustained as tokyo
branch president with sister reiko mochizuki as clerk twenty
Kur
kumagai
nagai
nagal s in
two people attended a christmas party at sister kun
sapporo
Sap poro but she was most likely the only member there
by march 1935 fujiwara had located six sapporo members
ile
lle
he organized a
who agreed to help in varying degrees and lie
branch there nine attended the previously mentioned april
sacrament meeting in kofu also in april osaka held its first
testimony and sacrament meeting in over ten years on 19 may
1935 two children of sister reiko mochizuki eleven and
ibid

sun apnp nd
pp
47 48 interview
ap 4748
with edward clissold 8 november 1973 salt lake city utah nara interview
wun
ap 6699
Tup
fujiwara
wara official record until december 31 1934 pp
tun

don W marsh the light
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seventeen years old were baptized by elder fujiwara and confirmed by elder watanabe the first such ordinances since the
closing As fujiwara later expressed it 1 I am very happy to
have two new members within a year of my mission in japan
may the lord continue his favor and blessings upon me 48
Hat tatsu the
also in may the first and last issue of hattatsu
progress
a magazine fashioned after shuro was published
it was printed in both japanese and english so that friends in
hawaii and america could be made aware of the happenings
in japan it contained mission history and news as well as letters between the japanese saints and friends overseas one
tomegoro
Tomi goro who had studied in
letter from brother takagi tomigoro
america to senator thomas and alma 0 taylor pleaded
with my ardent desire for PEACE of the whole human kind
on the earth 1I do earnestly point out that NOW is the best and
finest chance for restoration of the japan mission of the
church 49 fujiwara and takagi and others had a strong nationalistic
tiona listic feering
feelng for japan 50 and felt that the re establishment
feeing
of the mission was the best way to solve the growing differences between japan and america this is especially true since
chojiro kuriyama a member was working for the japanese
government in new york and former mission president senator elbert thomas was in washington 51
the variety of comments and people that fujiwara ran into
testifies of the varieties of religious experience and needs
some members really wanted and needed the church to keep
them strong As a brother nakagawa commented to fujiwara
we are generally less faithful and could not continue our
cormons
Mor mons 52
faithful with some reasons but we are still mormons
others felt close to the gospel without any apparent need for
the church the name of fude tai sister to tsune nachie of
hawaii is not on any of the lists of those who attended
meetings yet when fujiwara located her in february 1935
1955 she
11

4fujiwara official report january to april 1935 pp
fujiwara
ap 714
7 14
tatsu
Hat faffa
Haita
isu p 27
harra
hattatsu
haitaisu
haira
haf
see the introduction to fujiwara s master s thesis the political and
military policies of the tokugawa shogunate brigham young university
1934 ap
pp vii viii
yarna in new
kunn yanna
on one occasion senator thomas wrote to chojiro kuriyama
Kuri
kuni
york and advised him as a friend and former teacher to influence the japanese government to renew its notice to withdraw from the league of nations
rather than actually withdraw thomas said that in view of the tense situation
such an act would do immeasurable good
thomas to kuriyama 25 march
1935 in japan mission general files
52
ap 6699
fujiwara official record until december 31 1934 pp
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was reading the book of mormon with her son and his family
others like sister kumagai were always holding church type
meetings whether there was anyone from the church there or
not
some feeling neglected by the church returned to old
life styles and were bothered by fujiwara s persistence in trying
to reactivate them such was the case with the nakazawas
Nakaza was
and the family of a brother kitagawa nara s former MIA
counselor and coeditor of shuro
who kept trying to give
fujiwara the slip
arc very
the family of this brother are
ignorant or funny as they told us wrong places of this brother s
business and they told us just wrong things
and of course
others like the yoneyamas
Yone yamas felt inwardly hurt as if god had
turned his back on them 53 fujiwara summarized the feeling
of many former saints to taylor

if

we investigate the saints in japan we will find no saints
who can be said to be really faithful and real members of the
church of christ many of them will say that they are not
interested in religion any longer for religion does not give
them anything spiritually and of course nothing materially
so they say they are in changing their mind shinkyo
Sh inkyo no
shinayo
I1 always send them cards
henka
but only five or
six saints have ever answered my greetings 54

alma

0 taylor

served in a position something like what
is today called a regional or mission representative a gobe
go be
tween for fujiwara and the general authorities translating and
advising concerning letters that went both ways the letters
between him and fujiwara are fascinating over and over he
tried to get fujiwara to classify donations from the members
but he just kept saying the money is for the church that s
all
fujiwara recorded over sixteen people donating to the
church although over half the total amount came from fujiwara himself
they corresponded about many things about
fujiwara s getting a regular job his stewardship advancements in the priesthood spreading rumors that taylor was
going to begin missionary work among the japanese in hawaii
and about money for a permanent building and how the
doean t need rice christians
church doesn
who only join the
church for its fancy buildings although taylor did admit the
fujiwara
fujiwara
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need for a building 55 however what happened next superseded all these matters in importance
in march fujiwara was confined to his bed for two weeks
seriously ill until he was nursed back to health by sister watanabe s constant care in the summer he became ill again and
Hok kaido for a complete rest
finally returned to his home in hokkaido
tatsu
and recovery in august for this reason the september Hat
hattatsu
was never published from his home in september and then
from a hospital in november he dictated letters to taylor
apologizing for not doing more work finally in february
1936 taylor received a letter from fujiwara s father stating

with words of regret

upon his lips that he had done so little
for the church uttering words of deep gratitude to all who
he went to what he calls heaven not
had helped him
knowing much about his religion it is all very strange to
me

fujiwara had died of pleurisy
27 january 1936 56r

and possibly tuberculosis

on

this in a long letter to the first presidency in march 1936 and then asked now what is to be
done about a successor to elder fujiwara yoshijiro watanabe
seemed to be the only one who could be trusted although he
was an unlearned ivory carver and rather elderly watanabe
had just written taylor asking the same question saying that
ile had tried to substitute for fujiwara but was not able and
lie
he
was not very capable and had not been set apart so was limited
liis
ills
in ilis
his authority he concluded

taylor reported all

we wish that you do not abandon the work in japan but
that you continue it in that connection 1I suggest you send
desi reable japanese
someone from america or designate some desireable
to carry on please let us know 57

1936 to 1945
there is no record of an answer to watanabe and we know
very little about what happened in japan for the next ten
years elder nara later called this period the absolute dark

THE DARK AGES

see letters in japan mission general files also included were several
leters from fujiwara to the first presidency containing condolences at the deaths
of church leaders congratulations at the times of general conferences and reminders that there were still saints in japan who desired the reopening of the
mission
serer news 29 february 1936 journal history church archives
jeret
De
seret
deseret
TT
taylor
aylor to grant 14 march 1936
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ages

Mat taku sono ju
mattaku
antoku no jidai
j u nen wa ankoku
fidai de atta
mattalu

58

but a few saints in each city had been meeting somewhat regularly before fujiwara s death and there is no reason to suppose that these meetings stopped at least for two or three
years sister kumagai still held her meetings and at least one
member brother ono came for a while 59
it would be interesting to know the details of this period
when there was no presiding elder for the brother katuras
baturas and
Watan abes may prove to be the real heroes of this period
watanabes
they were never the great initiators but they endured through
it all humbly and faithfully giving constant support to whomever the leaders might have been As taylor once described
watanabe he has always confessed his membership in the
church and one who had in this feeble way supported every
movement attempted for the saints since the closing 0 60
in april and may of 1959
1939 hilton A robertson made an
official visit to japan on behalf of the church with only inO

accurate addresses he began searching for nami suzuki an
old sister who had once lived in and cooked for the mission
home of all the millions in the tokyo yokohama area a
young girl emerged from a public bath saw the foreigner and
asked what lie
ile wanted when robertson told her she said
lle
he
that s my mother she took him right to sister suzuki s and
robertson got other addresses from her he visited the tokyo
sapporo
Sap poro and osaka saints and assured them that they had not
been forgotten and that missionaries would return some day
while in japan he baptized several new members the two
surviving children61
children61 of sister suzuki with elder watanabe
confirming and elder katsura s daughter with katsura confirming among others 62
whatever the church activities there were during these
years they probably ended with the war cards and letters
were exchanged but formal meetings were not allowed police
precautions were very strict 63 it would be interesting to know
nara

brief record
kumagai interview

taylor

to

p

2

see also

nara

joy of publication

p 2

grant 14 march 1936

sister suzuki had two other children who had died one in the china
war and another of disease in 1935 this means that of the thirty or forty
saints during this period whose lives we know anything at all about four died
Yone yamas
of disease in 1935
suzukis
zukis daughter fujiwara and the two yoneyamas
36 Su
193536
rae sun p 24
tae
the
form E membership records marsh light of rhe
during the war playing or singing of foreign hymns and even using
japanese forms of english words such as the common erebeitaa for ele
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the thoughts of the saints during the war how they resolved
the conflict that may have arisen in their minds when they
found the country they loved fighting against a country closely
aligned with the church they loved sister kumagai at least
claims there really was no conflict she thought that both the
japanese and americans fought because they loved their countries and therefore had no hatred for either side her only
prayer during that time was for peace and the reestablishment
of the mission she also said that all who worked with her at
a local newspaper knew of her christian affiliation but never
14
gave her any persecution or abuse because of it 64
thus the
members sat out the war years without any outward activity or
signs of church membership in spite of the lack of activity in
japan during these years a mighty work was being accomplished among the japanese elsewhere
THE HAWAIIAN ERA

1936 to 1950

although the first presidency neither appointed a replacement for fujiwara after his death in 1936 nor sent a high
apostle to reopen the mission as tomegoro
Tomi
goro takagi had sugtomigoro
gested they had not ignored the work among the japanese
rather they gave heed to another suggestion fujiwara had
sent before his death
am sorry to tell you that the older members are mostly
unenthusiastic at my work
better make new members
than struggle to help the old ones it would take less energy
effort and courage 65
1I

within eight months after receiving taylor

report about
fujiwara s death they called ex mission president hilton A
robertson to reestablish the japanese mission but with headquarters in honolulu from which base of operations the
president and missionaries will work among the japanese people of hawaii and also the established branches of japanese
members in japan 66
A great deal of the credit for the initiation of the work
armong
arnong
among the japanese in hawaii goes to one person sister tsune
nachie who had been working among her people since 1923
s

vator and outo
auto for out in baseball were all strictly forbidden see seiji
Ka
studies 14 autumn 1973
tanuma the church in japan BYU sfudies
katanuma
21 22
197321
kumagai interview
quoted in taylor to grant 14 march 1936
yei
Dese
deseret
ref
fel news 27 november 1936 journal history
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she went out each morning with her church books and a few
pamphlets in japanese language tied in a large handkerchief
and visited diligently among her people and preached the
gospel to them 67

because of her efforts in the spring of 1934 a japanese sunday school class was started as a separate unit of kalihi
branch when elder fujiwara passed through in august on
his return to japan about thirty japanese were attending the
brethren that came to organize the oahu
bahu stake in 1935 were
so impressed with the class that they organized it as a special
unit in the stake under the new first counselor edward clissold

68

als in
orientals
they began to talk of a special mission for the orientale
Orient

hawaii and robertson was called in november 1936 arriving
in hawaii on 24 february 1937 in october three missionaries
arrived and by the end of the year there were eighteen baptized
members all active
the environment results characters and condition of the
mission in hawaii were so different from those in japan that
it should be a subject for a long paper in itself briefly we
can simply say that with fewer language and social barriers
the japanese in hawaii had a different attitude towards mormonism than did the japanese in japan the mission was immediately successful more missionaries were sent and baptisms
increased until the war came and missionaries had to be withdrawn year end totals more easily show the mission prog

rcc
ress
fcc

69

missionaries
1937
5

1937
4

1937
17

not

38
19

39
32

42

43

44

45

46

18

13

7

4

34

BAPTISMS
BAPUSMS
41
42
43
48 156
72

44
48

45
34

45
484

40
54

41
55

38

39

13

26

40
37

38

39

TOTAL
41
40

30

60

101

150

47
66

48
89

46
30

47
15

48
52

46
522

47
532

48
604

membership
42
302

43
375

44
437

only were they numerically successful but if tithe paying

castle H murphy A brief resume of the organization of the missionary
work among the chinese and japanese in hawaii 30 march 1973 typed
manuscript in possession of the author
clissold interview
taken from the year end totals in the missionary annual reports 19371948 church archives
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is any indication the converts were the most faithful in the
world in 1945 for example over 97
977b were tithe payers
61
which compares with only 61170
paid in the non japanese ha71
waiian mission and less elsewhere 70

the mission definitely progressed when aged sister nachie

died in december 1938 president robertson stated that the
twenty five missionaries to relord had left her until he had twentyfive
place her 71 in 1939 robertson made his trip to japan in 1940
he was replaced by J C jensen who became ill at the end of
1942 and was replaced by edward L clissold when castle
murphy took over in 1944 there were just seven missionaries
because of the war and also because of the bad connotations
of the word japanese during the war the name of the mission was changed to the central pacific mission 72 melvyn
weenig became mission president in 1946 and with the end of
the war dozens of missionaries were sent to the mission several of whom were later transferred to japan itself in 1948
the greatest contribution of the work in hawaii is just
being seen today in japan almost every major mission leader
in japan from the mid 1960s until now was converted or
served as a missionary in hawaii under the japanese mission
THE REOPENING

1945 to 1948

in 1945 when the war ended the few members in japan
had been waiting for twenty one years for the re establishment
of the mission meanwhile in hawaii japanese people had
been joining the church in exciting numbers it was now time
to join these two elements and let the fusion bring forth a new
era of missionary work among the japanese people
LDS servicemen who began entering japan in late august
1945 along with occupation forces immediately began sharing
the gosepl
gosell with the native japanese they met edward L clissold also entered japan as a member of macarthur s staff in
Mai nichi newspaper asking all
1945 and ran an ad in the mainichi
tokyo saints to come and meet him at the dai ichi hotel
brother and sister nara recently returned from manchuria
ibid 1945
murphy brief resume addendum p 5
from the annual summaries under the japanese and central pacific
1937 1950 in 1950 after much debate
missions missionary annual reports 19371950
it was decided to merge the central pacific mission with the hawaiian mission
in order to avoid dual church organization over the same area
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and sister watanabe met with him
hirn
hlin at once and requested the
restoration of the mission 73
by the time clissold left japan in 1945 local servicemen
especially nisei like brothers komatsu and horiuchi who had
been converted in hawaii had begun aiding the saints and conducting small sunday schools in their homes As the group
grew they moved from meeting in a small room in nara s
niece s house to a school in roppongi
Roppo ngi to a large home in gotanda by 1948 about fifty were meeting in ogikubo
Ogi kubo the
saints in hawaii were sending a lot of goods to help destitute
saints in japan and servicemen brought young war orphans
to sunday school classes 74
on 6 march 1948 clissold returned as mission president
and the mission was officially reestablished due to his particular assignment on macarthur s staff an assignment he had
ile
lle
he
not desired at the time he had the exact connections lie
needed to get the church going again 775 the first thing to do
was to get a permanent building in april 1948 a partially
burnt house in azabu
alabu was obtained renovation began in may
and on thanksgiving day 1948 the building was dedicated
70
71
in
mission
be
would
this
time
permanent
japan
the
among the very first baptisms of the new mission was that
of nara s wife motoko on 6 april 1948 performed by president clissold 777 another group was baptized in november
the first five missionaries finally got permission and entered
the country on 26 june 1948 by the end of that year there
were seventeen missionaries six nisel
nisei twenty two baptisms
and several different sunday schools being held with over
71
900 attending the various areas 78
missionary numbers increased and they were sent out into
all the old areas and many new ones elder matthew cowley
saw a bright future for japan when he dedicated the mission
home and said there will some day be many church buildings
71
and even temples built in this land 79
members and missionaries became numerous and communication with the church
clissold interview foreward
fore ward to 1949 manuscript history
interview with aiko horiuchi provo utah 11 october 1973
clissold interview
clissolds
clissolde
olds own detailed account see nichols history of the japan
for Cliss
48
ap 141
mission pp
14148
form E membership records
missionary annual reports 1948
quoted in a letter from harrison T price to paul C andrus 26 august
1958 church archives
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became a daily affair it was a different place indeed As of
1974 there are six different missions in japan and three stakes 80
As an indication of this success during his first general conference as president of the church spencer W kimball chalfurnish its own 1000 missionaries and
lenged japan to
then eventually 10000 more for mongolia and china 51 but
that is another story
SOME

observations

the

history of the church in japan in the period between
missions is not a history involving great movements
moveients or controlling forces but is rather a documentation of how individual
people reacted to a particularly hard situation
perhaps this type of subtle adversity brings out a person s
true character in all its diversities some members may have
actually been made stronger during the church s absence
others fell away all the more quickly some hung on barely
and others did not have the strength to make it alone some
sorne hurt and others basically unaffected
were insulted some
nara reappeared after world war 11II as enthusiastic as the
carne out and as recently as 9 september
day the first shuro came
thornas S
1973 was set apart as a stake patriarch by elder thomas
monson brothers katsura and watanabe seemed to have pursued a steady course throughout the years regardless of the external conditions of the church some members never supported the church during the interim but came back enthusiastically once the church proved its devotion to japan others
perhaps longing for a more intimate and simple organization
served less valiantly after the reopening of the mission and the
subsequent successes perhaps the greatest tragedy of the clossorne
ing and interim period was that some
soine who truly loved the
church felt deserted and disappointed by the closing and
ended up in the church but less than they might have been
otherwise
how do we judge the effect this period has had on the
future of the japan missions why is all the research interviewing translating and corresponding that still needs to be
for

an objective opinion of actual success in japan in recent years which
see Ka
looks beyond the mere increase in numbers
tanuma the church in
katanuma
28
1628
pp 16
japan ap

spencer W kimball when the world will be converted
october 1974 p 12 from a speech delivered on 4 april 1974
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done if we are to truly understand the many mysteries of this
period really necessary the hawaiian period is obviously
important in that it produced so many of today s leaders but
what difference do fujiwara s life and death yamaide
lamaide s poetry
kuriyama s inactivity kumagai s enthusiasm watanabe s
steadiness nara s initiative and yoneyama s hurt make on the
future of the church in japan perhaps their lives can teach us
a few things like an essential quality of both japanese culture
and mormonism true endurance in their lives we can see the
complex effect a simple act like closing down an area can have
on faithful latter day saints but more important in this day
when we are striving to be a worldwide church their lives
serve as prime examples of the fact that one can be a good
mormon without being an american or utahn the japanese
who joined the church in large numbers in hawaii and in
post war japan were those partially made or ready to be parpostwar
tially made into americans but the fact that a few endured
gaith
gli
faithful
faith
fil to the church at a time in japan s history when being
truly japanese was everything proves that one can still keep
his culture and be a good latter day saint for two decades
they had nothing to sustain them nothing but the true essence
of the gospel without any external organizational or cultural
reinforcements and yet some still made it the numbers of
those who dian
didn t make it untouched shows that this may be
extremely difficult perhaps harder than it should be but it
is possible
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